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A Skipathon for SISD students
The Swiss International Scientific School in Dubai (SISD)
conducted its annual Skipathon event recently. Students
from primary and secondary sections gathered to skip for
charity and generate funds for the philanthropic organisation, Dubai Cares. A total of Dh26,956 was raised.
The event saw participation from school teachers as well
as students between grades 1 to 11. Rob Duncan, head, physical education, SISD, said: “This is the fourth edition of the
annual Skipathon event. So far, we have raised over
Dh1,00,000 towards the cause. An interesting experience
gave way to the idea for the Skipathon. When I was in primary school, we had a fun skipping challenge. I wanted to
introduce a similar event at SISD. The aim was to also generate some funds for the less fortunate. A skipping challenge
seemed like the perfect idea.”
Gullrukh Rafiq, teacher and coordinator, SISD — Dubai
Cares Programme, said: “Students worked hard to
execute this year’s event with an aim to win the Philanthropic School Award by Dubai Cares.”

SKIP AWAY: The Skipathon was aimed towards a noble cause

Inter-class street play competition at IHS
Recently, an inter-class street play compe-
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participants aware of how a street play
is executed.
The competition proved to be a great
platform for budding theatre artists. Contestants learnt how to develop confidence
and get rid of stage fright. The plays were
judged by the teachers of each section. The
winner was announced for both categories
— English and Hindi. Class 8F bagged the
first prize in the English section, while class
8D won in the Hindi category. The winning
teams were awarded with certificates of appreciation. Congratulations to them!
— Sruthika Baburaj

STREET SKILLS: Participants learnt how to conduct themselves during a play
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